Within the framework of light-like chiral algebra SU (3) i X SU (3), the mixing scheme for meson resonances are investigated. The mixing angles of representations are determined from duality constraints with an assumption about the variation of Regge residues. In particular, equal-weight mixing between the pseudoscalar and axial vector mesons is obtained. All the observed pionic couplings are fitted well with one parameter for each helicity. Consistency of our results with mass relations of Weinberg's and others is also studied. § I. Introduction Recently Ida 1 l has investigated possible chiral properties of hadron resonances and emphasized the importance of light-like charges 2 l in hadron classification.
that there exist SU (6) w generators Wi which approximately commute with the Hamiltonian, that is, hadrons of each SU (6) w multiplet are approximately degenerate. On the contrary, in our scheme mass splitting between p and n, for instance, is unavoidable and mass relations and n-couplings are to be determined simultaneously.
Duality and the absence of exotic resonances require that the imaginary parts of scattering amplitudes in exotic channels be strongly suppressed. 4 l This requirement relates various vertices to each other. If we adopt a specific classification and mixing pattern,· axial couplings are e:xcpressed in terms of mixing angles. Thus, duality constraints give us information on the mixing angles. In this paper we impose duality constraints on meson-meson scattering and study the mixing of light-like chiral irreducible representations.
In § 2 we briefly review the basic concepts and mixing patterns in chiral 
§ 2. Chiral classification and mixing patterns for mesons
For the chiral assignments and mixing patterns, we adopt the following scheme studied in detail by Ida 1 l (Fig. 1) . il=O (8, 1) • (1, 8) 'AH~ (3,3*) <3*,3)? (8, 1) (!) (1 ,8)' This scheme is based on the concept of "bloc". Examples for it are given by (P, S, V, A <+l),
t' /J(' )
The concept of bloc stems from the following observations. 1) The one- ii) Only a few partial wave (especially l = 0 and l = 1) have dominant contributions. 2) Higher-lying blocs can be considered as Regge recurrences of the lowest one.
It should be noted that a bloc of physical particles approximately corresponds to a complete set ()f nonexotic chiral multiplets (1 + 8, 1), (1, 1 + 8), (3, 3*) and (3*, 3) . Further, the bloc consists of two types of partners; one is chiral-type partner such as P and S ( (3, 3*) + (3*, 3)), which is connected through l = 0 n-transition, and the other is "SU(6) "-type partner such as P and V ( (8, 1)
+ (1, 8) ), which is connected through l = 1 n-transition.
We consider only the lowest two blocs with alternative signatures, neglecting mixings with higher blocs for simplicity.*) Figure 1 shows. all the possible mixings among multiplets with the same unitary spin and the same charge parity, and further for the case A.= o, with the sam~ natural parity.
Physical· states are expressed in terms of the mixing angles -as given in Appendix I. § 3. Duality-constraints
Here we consider the duality constraints on the u-channel helicity amplitudes for meson-meson scattering. With an exotic quantum number in the s-channel, we get a relation between u-channel Reggeon trajectories and their residues. (Conditions on the t-channel exchange trajectories are not imposed here because vertices without pseudoscalar meson cannot be evaluated through PCAC.)
The constraints are written as 4 
where a, (u) stands for the i-th u-channel Regge trajectory, and r, for its signature.
f3,(u) is the Regge residue which we assume is written as
where
L U PA Pn· A stands for the external particle, Pa for the pseudoscalar octet, n for the pole a,(u,) =n and KaA(u) for the kinematical factor**) which depends on u and on external particle mass. Clearly Eq. · (3 · 2) is a simple form of continuation from *> These higher blocs consist of uncertain resonances and we suppose the mixings with them to be weak. **>We may take the form of *' Although in general the quantity at the pole
is dependent on A and on the trajectories i and j, d~ality constraint eliminates the dependence of it on the latter. With our assumption of A-independence we get Eq. (3·3).
**' If we. accept the fact that /'-trajectory is not degenerate with p-f trajectory, the very duality constraint (A ·1) requires the decoupling .of f 1 from -;r-;r. 
In this case we treat the unnatural parity exchange. We present the constraints in Appendix II. In Eq. (A· 5), if we' assume that H' and (PT)o' decouple from pn (and that n -Hand A 1 -(PT) 0 trajectories are exchange-degenerat e), we would obtain the ideal mixings for A <-J and PT, but it seems rather doubtful.
2 The case ;. = 1
We consider scattering of V 8P8~ V8P 8 and A8 C±lP 8~As<±lPs. Constraints on pn~pn, K*n~K*n, A1n~A 1n, Ka*n~Ka *n and K 13 *n~K 13 *n are presented in Appendix III.
From Eq. (A· 9), we get 
Equation ( 4 ·1), which is the most important result of our investigation, leads to Weinberg's mass relation 5 Table I .
Further, when C is set as
all the pion couplings are evaluated and compared with experiments in Table I .
Our results for A= 0 are fairly well, though they, as will be explajned in Case II, rather deviate from experiments for A= 1. Even for A= 0, this Case I meets with a difficulty on the mass relation of Weinberg's type, which i's written as
is the eigenstate of reflection operator: 
(When {3 = 0, this is of course reduced to Eq. ( 4 · 7) .) The left-hand side with Finally we comment on some difficulties for both Cases I and II we have in the case A.= 1. If we wish to fit all the couplings of {f)~pn, A2~pn, KN~K*n and B~{f)n together with the mass relation 1 l (4·20) We would like to express our sincere thanks to Professor M. Ida for encouraging and helpful discussions and for reading the manuscript. We are grateful to Professor S. Otsuki for encouragement. We thank the members of particle theory groups of Kyoto and Kyushu Universities for discussions.
Appendix I
Mixing angles between octets are as shown m Fig. 1 . are between singlets. Octet-singlet m~xing is denoted by 8: nonet. A (+).
1) A.=O
Appendix II .. 
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